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Abstract 
Overseas Chinese or Chinese Thais living in Thailand today have migrated 

Settlement and occupation in the country, Thai, for a long time. There is a harmonious 

integration between the cultures of both groups. Beliefs, beliefs, and uniqueness 

become mixed cultures. However, Overseas Chinese still maintain their beliefs and 

traditions. As we can see in all areas where the Chinese people live, there will be a 

Chinese New Year festival (Chinese New Year), Chinese festival in all areas. In order 

to create a complete understanding of the origins of the faith of Thai people on Chinese 

descent. The researcher would like to introduce the 1-year tradition of the Chinese as 

in "Traditions observed during the year." 
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The Traditions during the Year 
 When talking about traditions From the study of researches and various articles 

relating to beliefs and principles of living of Thai and Chinese people, it is found that 

the two races have similar beliefs and practices. Especially the Chinese who come to 

live in Thailand nowadays have traditions that are very harmonious with the original 

Chinese. In the lifestyle of Chinese people still, maintain traditional traditions that have 

been passed down for a long time. For example, the traditions that the Chinese have 

observed throughout the year, all 11 traditions are as follows. 

1. Chinese New Year tradition is the New Year festival. The Chinese call this 

tradition "Sun Jian this unit," which means "day of early spring," The Chinese New Year 

is traditionally a time of performing the ceremony since the end of the year so far.       

Not later than the 15th day of the 1st month of China. This tradition is an important 

period for relatives to gather together for various activities such as house cleaning Preparing 

food and offerings for ceremonies.       

2. Ching Ming tradition or ancestor tomb worship falls on the fifth and third 

month of China, or about April 5th every year. The Sheng Ming tradition is a tradition 

that is based on the teachings of Confucianism. To show gratitude to the ancestors      

that have passed away, Chinese descendants will gather and make offerings to the tombs 

or ancestral mausoleums. Which has been practicing and continuing for a long time. 

3. Traditional pay respect to dessert The traditional pay respect to weddings of 

the Chinese people falls on the 5th day of the Chinese lunar calendar. The Chinese 

people commemorate the virtue of those who have done well for the nation in the past.   
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4. Chinese tradition It is a mid-year tradition of merit-making on the 15th day of 

the 7th month of China. It is a tradition that is dedicated to making merit to homeless 

spirits without relatives. By believing that this offering Will help the family to be 

happy. Therefore, in the Chinese tradition, some houses will provide food for ceremonies, 

consisting of 3 sets: (1) pay respect to officials, (2) pay respect to ancestors and              

(3) pay respect to Chinese ancestors. savory snacks, sweets, candies, fruit baskets, and 

paper. ( Narueput ml Li Ping Ya nations, 2559, p. 126-128). 

5. Mid-Autumn Festival In the past, traditionally held to pray for God to bless the 

nation of China is an agricultural country, and in 15 days in low water months, China's 

8 to coincide with the harvest of autumn fit. In general, during this time, the sky will be 

clear, and the weather is nice, which is the time when the moon is the brightest The 

Chinese then celebrated with a post-harvest feast to show worship and show gratitude 

to the Gods.      

6. Vegetarianism Chinese vegetarianism means Abstaining from eating meat 

dishes As well as observing precepts, not killing animals, cutting life. Vegetarian 

observance traditions are on the 1st-9th  month of the 9th of China ( some people may 

start to eat vegetarian for 1-2 days in order to wash the stomach). Vegetarian traditions 

are traditions aimed at worshiping the stars. Nine satellite, based on the belief of the 

Chinese that  Ursa 9 is born from mystic elements 9, which are held command contact 

man in the world. Therefore,  God set Death to humans in order to show the God of 

goodness. Moreover, God does not kill animals, cut off life and observe the observance 

of vegetarianism Including to cleanse the body and Purify the mind The Chinese 

therefore abide by this belief at this time of the year.                 

7. Tradition neglected Falls on the 15th day of the 7th lunar month of China 

and is still practiced during the festival Yom Kippur as well. Throwing it away is a 

merit-act done for compassion and justice to help those in need.   

8. Paying respect to candy Will be held in the final Sunday, the end of the 

Chinese year Is a tradition to pay respect to Gods and sacred things That allows the 

protection to life and safety all year gods offerings include general Angel. Home 

god Gods, fireplaces, and ancestors within the home, some families may sacrifice 

homeless spirits outside of the house as well.           

9. Wedding traditions Marriage has been a big issue in the lives of Chinese 

people from ancient times to the present. Marriage has many rituals, procedures, and 

celebrations. Besides, marriage is a tradition that shows the traditional beliefs of 

Chinese people in showing respect to their ancestors, both living and dead. An homage 

to the sacred and the traditions that show the humility and the senior sponsor. Chinese 

wedding traditions are hidden with ethics and teachings about how to behave in good 

morals, as can be seen in the process of requesting consent from both adult 

relatives, including a ban on cannibalism before the wedding ceremony. Especially if 

there is a pregnancy before the wedding ceremony, the wedding couple cannot do the 

worship ceremony because they do not ask permission from the sacred things first.          

10. The sixtieth tradition In the Chinese tradition, the sixtieth tradition is 

the tradition of remembrance of birthdays for the elders, a tradition of gratitude.   

Honesty and respect for elders To celebrate the sixtieth birthday or philanthropy 

60th to congratulate the longevity of the show. About achieving complete human being 

through various experiences. Finally      

11. Funeral traditions are held when family members pass away to their 

relatives. The brothers and sisters perform religious ceremonies so that the deceased 
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will be happy in the limbo and express gratitude to their ancestors. Including the belief 

that will result in relatives and people who participate in the funeral, happiness, and 

prosperity. The funeral is an expression of Chinese beliefs, both in Confucianism. 

Taoism and Belief in Buddhism (Suphakarn Siripaisan, 2007, p.74) 
Of all this is Traditions that occur throughout one year, but important 

is According to the belief that Chinese people tend to behave Also, some families still 

respect and practice more than 11 traditions, such as the Yuan Xiao tradition. In addition 

to the said traditions, it shows the way of life, beliefs, and possibilities of Chinese people. 

Respect for gods and holy things It is another form that shows the consistency of the 

Chinese people to the mysteries. According to the traditional and oldest beliefs of the 

Chinese people, Mac will believe that things affecting human life are caused by Divine 

aspiration in order to please the gods and help dispel the bad things that happen There 

are various rituals including creating The shrine is the place where gods reside, such as 

the God of occupation The gods of the sea, mountains, forests, rivers, and houses. 

Chinese gods can be divided into four groups 
1. God of folk Represents the spirit that dwells in houses with a purity level, and 

Etruscan's statistics might not be as high Ti Ju bowels AIE will provide offerings with 

savory dishes as the locals eat.  

2. Forest gods and invisible gods are considered to be higher than the first and 

have more miraculous magical powers.  

3. T Eta thy God hath high moral excellence, as ruby which god Guan Yu in.    

A shrine that should be built to a large size, which at that time demonstrated the unity 

of the community.   

4. The highest gods are Buddha, Bodhisattva, and various gods such as Poi Sian. 

This belief in mystery is clearly expressed by studying the process of inheriting the 

social traditions of Thai-Chinese people. New home community Vaishnava province of 

Tra Savant trowel Krai (Vaishnava mighty French savant, 2016, p. 90), the study said, 

making a note. Beliefs about occult occurrences are Long since Chinese Still lived in 

the mainland until migrated to Thailand From the said study, it was found that Thai 

people of Chinese descent are Chinese Chaozhou who immigrated to settle down to 

find work and create a family. Chaozhou Chinese people are a group that believes in 

sprite Angels, and ancestor worship are more intense than other Chinese groups. They 

are also a group that is very strict with tradition. Sometimes it can be called credulity. 

So It can be seen that when the Chinese came to live and set up communities in 

Thailand such as communities in Khlong Lan District, Kamphaeng Phet Province The 

Chinese that come to live have a lifestyle and perform rituals according to their 

beliefs. Until now the said ritual is integrated To the rituals of Thai people in the 

area, but in many rituals, Chinese people of Chinese descent are still very well 

preserved Such as marriage customs or power structures in the Chinese family give 

rights to Males more than females In many traditions, there is a mixture of Thai and Chinese, 

such as Thais observing vegetarianism in the Chinese municipality. Furthermore, Chinese 

people participate in the Songkran tradition as Thai people, for example, when 

cosidering a trade, which is a profession that Chinese people are good at and do for a 

long time. According to the study, research and articles that Chinese people in various 

areas of faith similar believed Bead Paint Horse Exit Xiu Pi Sierra retaliation 

she turtles, frogs, believing that these things are sacred to trade well. Thai people of 

Chinese descent in the Ban Mai community. Chachoengsao There is still a belief about 

sacred things and mysteries similar to the villagers in Khlong Lan District, that is,   the 
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villagers in the Ban Mai community. Chachoengsao, The gods, are respected by their 

ancestors. In most respects, the game mother Guan mogul Kwnao Buddha gums 

e Ja and is godfather Grove City Rd and ruby, which the latter two are the same. The 

local sacred thing is a center of the community from the ancestors to the present 

day. This belief was born in the year 1904 when the community of Ban Mai market 

caught fire. During the accident Thailand, the Chinese in the 2nd generation (aged 50-

70 years) or those who take care of the shrine Moscow Mills Rd said their pray mogul 

Mark Mills Rd protect the community with the new home market. They repeatedly 

prayed because, at that time, the people of Ban Mai market needed a lot to rely on. The 

miracle appeared that suddenly rain fell to help extinguish the fire. Everyone in the 

community is believed to be the godfather of global warming because it is Nt and ruby, 

the urge to rain damage does not occur more than this. With the belief in the 

supernatural powers and miracles of these two shrines, Therefore, Thai Chinese 

people in the new home community, especially the generation of parents, grandparents, 

have a lot of faith and faith in both gods. 

 
Picture 1 Atmosphere within the Goddess of the Shrine, Khlong Lan  

(Facebook Pages, Chao Lan Chao Mae Klong Lan Shrine, 2015, online) 

 
Picture 2 Atmosphere within the Goddess of the Shrine 

Khlong Lan in the absence of festivals 

(Source: Wirawan Chaengmoo and Others, 2019) 
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History of traditions, annual events, worship of the goddess  

Khlong Lan. 
The belief in the sanctity of the Chao Lan Khlong Lan shrine is a goddess is 

waiting to protect the villagers in the Khlong Lan market. Such beliefs and beliefs Fire 

occurred in the year of 2538 the market was Lan fire to homes house more than ten 

times in the second period of one month after the fire at the two people inside 

the market Lan is thought to be included. Together for Make market merit By inviting 

Luang Pho Phaibun Sumangkhlo to perform the ceremony during the ceremony, Reverend 

Father Phaibun told the people in the market that When while in meditation, He saw 

two white lights in the big banyan tree behind the market. After that, Reverend Father 

Phaibun Sumangkhlo then brought the villagers to the big banyan tree that Reverend 

Father Phaibun Sumang Khlo saw in a vision. When reaching the aforementioned 

banyan tree, aforementioned banyan tree, it was found that under the said banyan tree 

There is one small shrine. Luang Pho Phaibun Sumangkhlo went on to say that when 

he was in meditation, he met 2 Chinese people, one older man and one older women at 

the shrine of that After that, the villagers inside the Khlong Lan Market worshiped. Older 

men and women residing at the shrine as Father embracing Su Mang Park Slope has 

seen in a vision and set of deliberations ash Kong deliberations ash Mama (godfather 

goddess) regular market Lan addition, parents embracing Su Mang C Lo also said that 

the godfather goddess. The most favorite is that Blue heart Worthy to be brought For 

worship Worship The villagers Lan internal market, thus making small chest pocket  

blue hearts up. To be worshiped and worshiped by Pung Thao Kong Pung Thama. 

After worshiping Phung Thao, Kong Pung Thama, after that, Khlong Lan Market did 

not have a fire incident again.   

 
Picture 3 Khlong Lan Chao Mae Khlong Lan  

(Source: Chao Lan, Khlong Lan Goddess, 2019) 

  

In the following years, with faith, respect, and pay homage to the prosperity for 

themselves and their families within the Khlong Lan market Therefore has organized 

an opera event in honor of Phung Thao. Kong Pung Thama (Chao Mae Chao) 

annually becomes an annual tradition. Khlong Lan District until today. Because aside 

from being a sacrifice for the prosperity Is also a tradition that  encourages love, unity, 

and Local reconciliation as well (Sompong Phongsutthayakon, 2019, interview)  
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Picture 4 The current Chao Lan Khlong Lan Goddess  

(Source: Weerawan Chaengmoo and Others, 2019) 

 

 
Picture 5 The sacred things in front of the Chao Lan Khlong Lan Shrine 

(Source: Wirawan Chaengmoo and Others, 2019) 
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Picture 6 Image of sacred animals within the shrine of Khlong Lan Goddess 

(Source: Weerawan Chaengmoo and Others, 2019) 

 
Picture 7 images of sacred things inside the shrine of Khlong Lan Goddess 

(Source: Weerawan Chaengmoo and Others, 2019) 

 

 
Picture 8 In front of the shrine for paying respect to the goddess Khlong Lan 

Goddess (Wirawan Chaengmoo and Others, 2019) 
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Picture 9 The gods' moving quakes  

(Source: Wirawan Chaengmoo and Others, 2019) 

 

Performances at the event 
Mr. Sawat Khamprakob, former Minister of the Prime Minister's Office, sent a 

letter to the Permanent Secretary of the Ministry of Agriculture and Cooperatives (Dr. 

Thailing Thamrongnawasawat) requesting that the Mae Wong – Mae Poen forest area 

in Nakhon Sawan Province has many natural conditions and beautiful waterfalls. The 

condition of the forest is fertile, and the forest is watershed designated as a national 

park Division, Department of Forestry. From the survey, it appears that most of the 

areas are high mountains and the origin of the Mae Wong River with beautiful natural 

features such as Mae Krat Waterfall or Mae Kee Waterfall. It is about 200 meters high 

and various cliffs state of forests that are rich with plants and various kinds of wildlife. 

Therefore, it is suitable to be established as a national park. The National Park Division, 

Department of Forestry, presented the National Park Committee which was resolved at 

the meeting No. 1/2528 on April 2nd, 1985, agreed to specify the said area is a national 

park, which has been announced in the Government Gazette is the 55th national park 

of the country. 

The topography of Mae Wong National Park is a complex high mountain range 

lined up the Thongchai Road mountain range, descending to the ground level. The 

highest peak is “Mokuju Peak," which is approximately 1,964 meters above sea level. 

It is the origin of Mae Wong River. On the other hand, the flat area is not much and 

mostly on the riverside where the Mae Wong river or Mae Rewa river. It is the main 

river of Mae Wong National Park with diverse topography, special ecological systems 

that look like streams, plains, islands, many islands.  The living things stay in a grove 

of trees, which are important and rare, endangered species. While the waterfront forest 

is the habitat of Indochina tigers, Kaeng Lan Peacock is the habitat and mating of only 

a few remaining Thai peafowls in Thailand including a smooth large otter, and in the 

river, there are more than 60 species of freshwater fish are found, such as orange 

snapper, rocky fish, the climate of Mae Wong National Park. 

During the cold season from November to February is the most suitable period 

for traveling Because the weather is quite cold Due to the high-pressure wedge from 

China spread down to the south into Thailand and covers the whole country. The wind 

that blows to Thailand this season is The northeast monsoon is the lowest temperature 
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in January, about 8.9 degrees Celsius. The hot season starts from March-May.              

The highest temperature in April is 38.1 degrees Celsius. The weather is quite hot, and 

there is little rain. Causing the plant society to deciduous dipterocarp forest and 

deciduous mixed deciduous forest For the rainy season starting from June - October, 

the average rainfall is 1,100 millimeters per year. (National Park, 2020) 

 

The importance of worshiping the goddess in Khlong Lan 
The annual tradition of worshiping the goddess Khlong Lan. It is a tradition that 

is organized every year In order for the people and villagers in Khlong Lan District, 

both Chinese and other Thai people with spiritual beliefs, to have the opportunity to 

attend the worship of the Goddess Khlong Lan. Which is considered sacred to the 

villagers in Khlong Lan District Used as an anchor And is an act that enhances the 

auspiciousness for oneself and family as well. Besides, the annual tradition of 

worshiping the goddess of Khlong Lan goddess also strengthens the love and good unity 

among the villagers in Khlong Lan district. Since it is an annual event that will require 

both property and labor power of the villagers to help carry out the activities, this annual 

event can be accomplished well (Sompong Pong Sutthayakon, 2019). 

 

InheritanceOf Thai-Chinese community 
Inheritance or form of inheritance of various traditions or rituals has a major 

effect on the transmission of success or not depends on the transmission of details of 

beliefs, traditions, and values in Important subjects that ancestors want their children to 

follow, with different methods. Which the characteristics of Cultural transmission mean 

Teaching future generations to recognize the cultural symbol system that people in that 

society have agreed to mean what do they want to communicate? Furthermore, what 

method In the transmission of culture may be the transfer of ideas, beliefs, ways of life, 

customs, and traditions. Festivals and rituals that demonstrate the identity of a group of 

people in one society and culture that are unique and different from other societies. 

There are two main forms of cultural transmission. 

1. Direct is a social process that takes place under a long period. From young 

children to teenagers today, the broadcast is in the form of talking, telling, telling, 

teaching as a direct practitioner by parents, grandparents to grandchildren directly. And 

visible in the family as the key. 

2. Indirect Inheriting not intended to cause any behavior of a particular person, 

such as a comment on the attitude of talking that no formal or practical examples, but 

the ideas, beliefs, values, ideals as well. Some behaviors occur accidentally, 

deliberately, which may be the result of observing behavior imitations. Alternatively, 

caused by a person slowly absorbing thoughts, beliefs, and certain traits that they do 

not know until they become consciousness or responsibility towards something itself 

(Chanapa Methi-kriangkrai, 2016, Nor 116-117). 

The study process of transferring the culture of the community, district Lan offense, 

finds that a transfer process, both directly and indirectly, whether held tradition states 

that a sequel to the well for a long time to tell a story of faith. For future generations 

Know and adhere to, including the beliefs and beliefs that the previous generation had 

to the shrine of Chao Lan Khlong Lan itself. 
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